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LinguaTag: an emotional speech analysis application
Abstract: The analysis of speech, particularly for emotional content, is an open area
of current research. Ongoing work has developed an emotional speech corpus for
analysis, and defined a vowel stress method by which this analysis may be performed.
This paper documents the development of LinguaTag, an open source speech analysis
software application which implements this vowel stress emotional speech analysis
method developed as part of research into the acoustic and linguistic correlates of
emotional speech. The analysis output is contained within a file format combining
SMIL and SSML markup tags, to facilitate search and retrieval methods within an
emotional speech corpus database. In this manner, analysis performed using
LinguaTag aims to combine acoustic, emotional and linguistic descriptors in a single
metadata framework.

1.

Introduction

Existing work in the field of emotional
speech research has foccused on the
means by which suitable speech assets
may be obtained [1-3], leading to work
towards the creation of a corpus of
natural emotional speech [4-6].
Analysis of such assets can then be
performed to determine the potential
acoustic correlates of emotional
speech, and to this end a speech
analysis application called Linguatag
was developed. LinguaTag can be used
to produce tagged speech audio files
for analysis [7] and retrieval.
Linguatag aims to provide means of
querying various acoustic, linguistic
and emotional parameters of speech
audio files for the purposes of analysis
and retrieval.

2.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the
LinguaTag emotional speech
analysis application

The inclusion of manual linguistic and
emotional dimension analysis within
the application allows the user to
define various important aspects of a
speech signal within a single common
file format, which can then be used in
processes such as lip-synching
animation and content storage and
retrieval (Figure 1):

Application Design

The LinguaTag application is written
in Eiffel, and runs Praat [8] source
scripts for audio analysis of speech
signals in the WAV format (Figure 2).
The results of these Praat queries are
then displayed in a GUI for editing and
analysis before being output in a
standard SMIL file format.
Figure 2: Workflow diagram of the
LinguaTag application

LinguaTag uses the Praat analysis
engine to obtain acoustic information

about vowel events in a speech signal,
which are then displayed in the
application GUI for acoustic, linguistic
and emotional analysis prior to output
of this information in SMIL file format
[9].

3.

Vowel stress analysis

The isolation of vowel events in a
speech signal is a common approach in
speech analysis [10-13]. Although a
syllable may be formed around nonvocalic events, most speech patterns
involve the alternation of vowels and
consonants [14]. The definition of the
‘pseudo-syllable’ [15] is based on the
observation that the CV structure is the
most common structure [13, 16], and
thus leads to the use of a vowel onset
detection algorhythm to determine the
occurrence of each vowel (and hence
each CV) in a speech event. Prosody in
speech can be considered in many
different ways [17, 18], from purely
linguistic analysis which places little
focus on the acoustic elements of
speech to a supra-segmental approach
including pitch, loudness and speech
rate [19, 20]. To facilitate comparison,
Dutoit [21] suggests 3 different
representations of prosody based on
acoustic, perceptual and linguistic
attributes (Table 1):
Acoustic

Perceptual

Fundamental
Pitch
Frequency (F0)

Linguistic
Tone, intonation,
aspect of stress

Amplitude,
Energy,
Intensity

Loudness

Aspect of stress

Duration

Length

Aspect of stress

Amplitude
dynamics

Strength

Aspect of stress

emphasised phrase in a sentence or an
individual stressed word. Having said
this, there is no consensus as to the
definition (or scope) of linguistic stress
[22], particularly as it relates to
acoustic parameters [21]. The acoustic
attributes of pitch, intensity and
duration were chosen as fundamental
features of a speech event, which are
agreed as being common to all 3
representational models of speech [21].
Using this method, a vowel event can
thus be graded in terms of threshold
values relative to these three
parameters:

Figure 3: Rating of vowel stress
levels

In the LinguaTag application, if a
particular vowel crosses a threshold
value defined by the user, it is
promoted to a higher level of stress. By
determining the overall combination of
threshold values for an event, it is then
defined as either a primary, secondary
or tertiary stress (Figure 4):

Table 1: A comparison of acoustic
perceptual
and
linguistic
representations of prosody, adapted
from Dutoit [21]

From the linguistic perspective stress
is used to distinguish between an

Figure 4: User specification of vowel
threshold levels in LinguaTag

By prioritising vowel events in this
manner, it is possible to determine
elements of prominence in a speech
signal. The analysis of such prominent
events aims to provide means of focus
when seeking to determine the acoustic
correlates of emotional speech. There
are many types of information that can
be extracted from a speech signal, and
this framework seeks to define a means
of considering this information relative
to its overall salience within the clip.

4.

Using these features as a template,
Adams defined 15 basic contour
shapes for melodic classification
(Figure 5).

Analysis of emotional
speech clips
4.1.

Acoustic Analysis

Vowel events in the speech signal are
queried for pitch and intensity
information, and this information is
displayed on-screen using simple
contour definitions. These contour
descriptors are adapted from existing
research into data sonification [23-25],
which is based on the work of
ethnomusicologist Charles Adams [26]
into the classification of Native
American melodies. Adams suggested
that a contour could be defined in
terms of 4 minimal boundary pitches:
initial pitch (I), highest pitch (H),
lowest pitch (L) and final pitch (F).
The relations between these 4
boundary
pitches
were
then
summarised in 3 categories:
Slope, S- slope defines a comparison
between the initial (I) and final (F)
pitches as either ascending, level or
descending.
Deviation, D- changes in direction
between boundary pitches specify
levels of deviation. Thus if all four
pitches are equal then the deviation is
zero, with subsequent disparities
between any of the 4 giving different
levels of deviation.
Reciprocal, R- The direction of the
first deviation (either I to H or I to L)
is referred to as its reciprocal, dictating
the direction of the overall contour.

Figure 5: 15 Contour Graphs, taken
from Adams [26]

This approach performed well for
defining melodies that had been
reduced to groups of 4 salient pitches,
and allowed Adams to define the
similarities and differences between
music from 2 separate Native
American tribes.
By using a similar boundary pitch
classification method in speech
analysis within LinguaTag, it is
possible for users to define speech
contour characteristics quickly from
this template set (Figure 6):

Figure 6:LinguaTag contour analysis
screen

Once rated, the defined contours can
then be queried as metadata in relation
to other aspects of the speech signal,
such as its emotional dimensions (see
section 5).

4.2.

Voice Quality
Analysis

As previously mentioned, each vowel
event in a speech clip is rated for stress
based on its duration, intensity and
pitch. Voice quality attributes such as
jitter [27, 28], shimmer [29], HNR [30]
and Hammarberg Index [31, 32] are
also obtained for each vowel event,
which can then be analysed in
conjunction with duration, intensity
and pitch information. All analysis
information is displayed within the
application, allowing the user to
manually check for specific voice
quality values (Figure 7):

Figure 7: LinguaTag output file
display screen

4.3.

Linguistic
Analysis

The LinguaTag application allows the
speech audio file to be edited to
demark areas of linguistic interest
(Figure 8):

Figure 8: Linguistic analysis screen

Linguistic features such as formulaic
language and chunks can be annotated
in the current version, and it is
intended to include provision for many
other salient features of linguistic

relevance such as speed of delivery,
power relationship and prominence in
later versions. These features will
allow the LinguaTag application to be
used for more effective and
multidisciplinary analysis of a speech
signal in a single pass.

5.

Emotional Analysis

In this research, circumplex emotional
modelling [33-35] is used to rate
speech assets on unit scales of
activation and evaluation (Figure 9):

Figure 9: Circumplex emotional
model denoting dimensions of
activation and evaluation, adapted
from Scherer [33]

This dimensional rating allows the
speech corpus to be defined in terms of
its emotional content (using statistical
listening tests [5]) prior to acoustic
analysis using LinguaTag.
Determination
of
the
acoustic
correlates of emotional speech is an
open research question, with no
definitive results being available at the
present time [36, 37]. Correlations
between fundamental frequency and
emotional dimensions have been
observed [38], but again further work
is
needed.
LinguaTag
allows
prominent events to be analysed for a
variety of parameters, which may
prove to be acoustic correlates of
emotional speech. In this process, an
asset obtained using experimental
mood induction procedures [5, 6] is
first manually rated in terms of its
emotional dimensions (Figure 10):

7.
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Figure 10: Emotional dimension
rating in LinguaTag

This user rating forms part of a
statistical evaluation of the perceived
emotional dimensions in a clip,
whereby the collation of user group
results is used to define overall values
of activation and evaluation. In this
manner, a statistically robust approach
to the definition of emotional
dimensions is made by consensus,
rather than individual ratings or small
expert groups [35, 39].
Once rated, the output metadata
relating to the acoustic parameters in
each vowel event can then be queried
for analysis. The querying of groups of
assets within the emotional speech
corpus will then be used to investigate
the presence of acoustic correlates
within emotionally rated speech clips.

6.

Conclusions

LinguaTag is an application developed
as part of ongoing research into the
production, analysis and retrieval of
emotional
speech
clips.
The
application implements the vowel
stress emotional speech analysis
method used by this research, and
provides and effective user interface
for the manual annotation of
automatically analysed speech assets.
Work on LinguaTag is ongoing, with
future developments seeking to
standardise output files further to
conform with the IMDI speech corpus
metadata standard [40]. It is hoped that
this will move some way towards
defining the acoustic and linguistic
correlates of emotional speech.
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